OTHER OCCs

Beat Cop O.C.C. (Agent)
Attribute Requirements: I.Q.: 9, P.S.: 10, P.E.: 8
Starting Age: 21
Base S.D.C.: 20
Martial Art Forms: The character can choose either Hand to Hand Basic (free), Expert (2 secondary skill), or any of the Quickie styles available (4 secondary skills).
Educational Level: The character has the equivalent of two years of collage, +15% education bonus.
Superspy modifications: Starts with none but may get some at a later date.
Basic Minimum Skills: Basic Math, Read/Write Native language, Speak Native Language.
Available Skill Programs: The character automatically receives the basic law enforcement program, The Patrol Officer Skill Program (+10% skill bonus), Select 1 additional Law Enforcement Skill Program, and select 1 military skill program, and 2 general skill programs.
Secondary Skills: select eight (8).
Money: $8,000
Income: As a member of an accredited law enforcement agency the character receives a salary of $635.00 a week. 
Level Advancement Bonus: the character received a new secondary skill at levels 2, 4, 6, 8, and 12.
Social Contacts: The character knows his beat so well he has a 20% chance of knowing the identity of any major player in the underworld. Also as a cop other members of Law Enforcement will readily and freely talk with the character. He can easily get information others can't.
Why I love being a Beat Cop O.C.C.?
   They call me "the Man", "the Heat", "Po Po", "One Time" or "Five Oh". What ever you choose to call me just remember, I am the thin blue line between you and the human filth that stalks the streets looking for the next victim. Weather I am on foot, on horseback, or in a cruiser, I interact with more people on a daily basis than most others meet in a year. When you work a beat you get a kind of sixth sense about your district, you can almost "feel" when something ain't right. You won't get the glamour or the recognition that the Dicks or the SWAT jocks do. But you know what? I am out here making a difference in the lives of citizen’s everyday. I don't care what anyone says there ain't nothing better that working a beat. 
 
Police Investigator O.C.C. (Free Agent)
Attribute Requirements: I.Q.: 10, M.E.: 9, P.E.: 10
Starting Age: 23
Base S.D.C.: 15
Martial Art Forms: The character can choose either Hand to Hand Basic (free), Expert (1 secondary skill), or any of the Quickie styles available (3 secondary skills).
Educational Level: The character has the equivalent of two years of collage, +15% education bonus.
Superspy modifications: Starts with none but may get some at a later date.
Basic Minimum Skills: Basic Math, Read/Write Native language, Speak Native Language.
Available Skill Programs: The character automatically receives the basic law enforcement program, the police investigator program (all skills at +15%), and may choose a third law enforcement program. The character also receives 1 general program, and may choose 1 military or espionage program.
Secondary Skills: select eight (8).
Money: $10,000
Income: As a member of an accredited law-enforcement agencies detective bureau, the character receives a salary of $937.00 a week. 
Level Advancement Bonus: the character received a new secondary skill at levels 2, 4, 6, 9, and 13.
Social Contacts: Being a police investigator means that the character has come in contact all manors of people, from all social-economical backgrounds. In his home city the character has a 25% chance of running into someone he has encountered in the line of duty. Out side of his city that number drops to 2%. The character speaks "cop" fluently, and other officers will feel comfortable speaking with him freely. The character is also familiar with the criminal underground of most major metropolitan centers and is adept a acquiring information through those channels also.
Why I love being a Police Investigator O.C.C.?
   It's like a game. When I get you in the box and lean on you. Eventually you will sing like a fucking canary. I don't care who you are in the real world. Maybe you think you are some kind of Wall Street hotshot or a bad ass gangbanger, once you step into the box you are in my world and I am a vengeful and unrelenting god. Oh, you will break, it's only a mater of time, and I have nothing but time. Think about it. I get paid to do in real life, what most people only get to see on TV and read in those cheesy pulp novels.
 
SWAT Jock O.C.C. (Mercenary)
Attribute Requirements: I.Q.: 10, P.S.: 11, P.E.: 10
Starting Age: 23
Base S.D.C.: 25
Martial Art Forms: The character can choose either Hand to Hand Expert (Free), any of the Quickie styles available (1 secondary skills) 
Educational Level: The character has the equivalent of two years of collage, +15% education bonus.
Superspy modifications: Starts with none but may get some at a later date.
Basic Minimum Skills: Basic Math, Read/Write Native language, Speak Native Language.
Available Skill Programs: The character automatically receives the basic law enforcement program, the police SWAT Skill Program (all skills at +15%), and may choose 2 additional Law Enforcement Skill Program. The character also receives 1 general program, and may choose 1 military or espionage program.
Secondary Skills: select eight (8).
Money: $10,000
Income: As part of a major police agencies Special Weapons And Tactics team the character gets a salary of $1000.00 a week
Level Advancement Bonus: the character received a new secondary skill at levels 3, 5, 7, 9, and 13. The character may also choose an addition W.P. at levels 3, 7, and 12.
Social Contacts: Part cop, and part commando this character has received training from members of elite military units and has a 40% of recognizing a member of one of those units.
Why I love being a SWAT jock O.C.C.?
   I remember seeing a T - shirt when I was a kid that sums it all up. It said "When citizens are in trouble they call the cops.................When cops get in trouble they call SWAT". I know it is kind of simplistic but its true. We never have to worry about getting bored. Between serving warrants for the detectives, dealing with an active shooter in an office park, or taking out some asshole terrorist cell, we never run out of shit to do. It's great. Of course finding time for anything else is a little hard, but you only live once, right.
 
Federal Law Enforcement O.C.C. (Agent)
Attribute Requirement: I.Q.: 11, M.E.: 9
Starting Age: 21
Base S.D.C.: 15
Martial Art Forms: Choose either Hand to Hand Basic (free), or Expert (use one secondary skill selection), or Martial Arts Agent (use two secondary skill selections), or one of the martial arts Quickie forms ( use 4 secondary skill skill selections)
Educational Level:  The character has the equivalent of four years of collage, +20% education bonus.
Superspy modifications: Starts with none but may get some at a later date.
Basic Minimum Skills: Basic Math, Read/Write Native language, Speak Native Language.
Available Skill Programs: The character automatically receives the basic law enforcement program, and may choose 1 additional Law Enforcement Skill Program. The character also receives 3 general, or medical skill programs and 1 military, or espionage program.
Secondary Skills: select eight (10).
Money: $25,000
Income: As an agent employed by one of the federal governments many law enforcement agencies the characters draw a salary of 1,200 a week
Level Advancement Bonus: the character received a new secondary skill at levels 3, 5, 7, 9, and 13. 
Social Contacts: The character is a little more educated then your average cop, and can usually find a professional colleague at any educational institutions. the characters can also freely communicate with other Federal cops (their is a little friction between local and federal law enforcement, most non feds view the agents as not a "REAL" cop).



